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Curtis Hill is a staunch defender of medical freedom for all people. He firmly believes in the principles of informed 
consent, parental rights, and the right to medical privacy. He has defended medical liberty at the highest levels, including 
his rejection of Governor Holcomb’s mask mandates during his time as Attorney General, and his work alongside Robert 
F. Kennedy, Jr., fighting mandatory vaccinations for children and government censorship. Curtis also joined with the Unity 
Project advocating medical liberty and parental rights. 

Curtis Hill believes people have the right to be informed about their health options and free to make their own medical 
decisions. Curtis Hill believes that parents have the right and responsibility to make medical decisions for a minor child and 
that no parent should ever be kept in the dark about the health or medical options for their children. 

Under a Hill Administration, the government will get out of the exam room and support parents making decisions for 
their children. Curtis Hill has experience standing up for your privacy. He recently shined a light on the Bureau of Motor 
Vehicles’ practice of selling personal data from Hoosiers without their consent. Hill has promised to end this practice and 
will make sure our personal medical decisions stay private as well. 

Hoosiers need someone with a proven track record defending their rights, and Curtis Hill has that track record. 

Curtis Hill will ensure that all government health medical agencies operate under complete transparency. Every Hoosier will 
have full access to necessary medical and health information that will allow them to make an informed decision. 

Curtis Hill is the only candidate with a bold vision for medical freedom backed up by the experience to fight effectively. 
If you want your rights protected, choose Curtis Hill for Governor of Indiana. 

The days of shady government practices regarding health will END under Curtis Hill.
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